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The topic of discussi:on in tJli,s paper will be
children who display autisti~c behavior and how they can
be effectively dealt with in the classroom situation. The
writer feele lI'tron.gly a'bout researciting this topicc J be-
cause of hi. present involvement with autistic children in
a classroom setting. The discoveries and questions raised
by this paper will aid greatly in stimulating future
thoughts and varied approaches aimed,at reaching and
teaching this particular class of children.
Pure.ose
'Yl'len. this writer first encount~ered an au'tis·tic
If''''waa somewhat interested in seeing if tllis type
of child was as far beyond llelp as SOIne people seemed to
believe. He was told not to waste his time. This almQst
planted a seed of determination to someday return to working
with these children under more amenabJ,e circumstances.
Shortly after Willowrtlen Acad,etny, a treatment cen~er for
1
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autistic children, was opened, the writer was able to
gain a teaching position and ultimately the position of
directing the total educational milieu for these children.
It would seem very advantageous at this point for
the writer to have a systematic compiling of research on a
topic so much a part of his everyday life. This research
will not only benefit the writer, but will also be avail-
able to all the staff at Willowglen Academy as fruit for
thought for them. This writing can a~so serve as a collec-
tion of research for others so that their investigation may
be a little less painful.
Historical Discovery Behind the Writing.
Historically what is today called "autism" is rela-
tively young. Various sightings of descriptions of cqildren
1with autistic characteristics can be seen. J. M. G. Itard
described Victor, "the wild boy of Aveyron". His behavior
was described as abnormal, because of the early isolation
from human beings. The next reference to a child that in
retrospect one can call autistic, comes in the early 1900·s.
'2The American psychologist, Lightmer Witmer, describes an
autistic-like child who was placed in his school. This
lLorna Wing, Autistic Children: A Guide for Parents
(New York: B~nner/~ezal, Publishers, 1972), p. 6.
2Ibid., p. 9.
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reference is not only an early reference to autism, but also
states that individual academic treatment over a period of
time seemed to have helped the child compensate for his
handicaps. This is ~efinitely a very early reference to
any type of academic treatment.
Definition of Term It Alltism"
The classic definition of autism as it is known
today, however, did not come to the fore until the mid
1940's. Leo Kanner3 defined a specific syndrome called
"early infantile autism". The definition that was developed
at this time is one of many that has survived until the
present time. Most of the definitions used today are
similar; however, each one has its own unique differences.
Kanner's definition-seems to have remained as the most
universal, because it tends to define' autism in tenms of
symptomology:
A cluster of severe' symptoms occurring in infancy.
The symptoms include withdrawal, language disturbances
and often mutism, fear of change and insistance on
sameness, inability.to relate to people, repetitive
rhythmical movements, apathy and emotional detachment.
In somecases the early infantile autism develops'into
schizophrenia. 4
Others have offered definitions, but this one seems to- be
the most universal. This author would prefer it, because
~
3Ian Gregory and Ephraim, Rosen, Abnormal Psychologl
(Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company, 1965), p. 504.
4Benjamin B. Wo1$an, ed., Dictionarl of Behavior~~
Science (New York:. Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1973),
p. 36.
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it helps to describe the child's behavior and not the etiol-
ogy. 'Vhen dealing with these children, one wants to deal
with behavior. Knowledge of etiology can help, but one
still needs to deal with behavior.
In his work Autistic Disturbances of Affective Contast,
Kanner5 points out characteristics that are similar in
children that he feels belong in this classification. These
characteristics are: (1) social withdrawal: "an extreme
autistic aloneness,,;6 (2) either mutism, or, when speech
was present, the failure to use language "to convey
meaning to others ••• ,,7; (3) "an anxiously obsessive
8desire for the maintenance of sameness"; and (4) a pre-
occupation with the manipulation of objects and monotonously
repetitive play habits, resulting in a "severe limitation
in the variety of spontaneous activi~y."9
What needs to be done next is to investigate the
varied approaches that others have used with these children
in the classroom situation. In a review of literature of
this kind, as many varied approaches as possible shall be
5Leo Kanner, "Autistic Disturbances of




9Ibid., p. 246. ..
Affective
5
investigated. There will be objectivity in looking at
all possibilities with the author's preference obviously
showing through.
Summary
In this chapter, there was a discussion of what this
paper is intended to ,investigate, namel)" ef'fect~i.ve 'tf~ac}ling
approaches for autistic children. This section tllen,
also, discussed a b~t of historical perspective and defini-
tion of the c+~ssification, autism. The next chapter will
present a review of research in this area. In this particu-
lar investigation, this researcher shall limit his inquiry
to the last thirty years of writing.
CHAPTER II
A REVIElv OF I~ESI~Ar{CII
The purpose of the research undertaken in tltis
chapter can be stated easily. It was to inv'cstigate various
effective teaching methods being used with autistic chil-
dren. The writer tried to review the literature from
several points of view. First, an attempt was made to
discuss various forms of etiology, because this obviously
has a large effect upon what approach is best for treatment.
Secondly, there is a discussion of some basic theoretical
approaches used generally (not only in the classroom) with
•
autistic children. Thirdly, th~re is- a discussion of
teaching situations as reported in literature. And lastly,
because of its predominance in the literature, a discussion
follows regarding the role of the parents as teachers of
autistic children.
Origin
The autistic child has been reported in history
relatively recently. Hindsight has shown sev~ral isolat~d
descriptions of what could be termed an "autistic child t1 •
6
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..As early as 1799, 3. Itard1 described the "wild boy of
Aveyron" • Later autistic charact(~riBt~i(;s were rna f,.cb ..~d
with this description. Other descriptions followed in time,
but the concept of "autism" was not put fortI, until 1943
when Dr. Leo Kanner published his article entitled Autistic
Disturbances of Affective Contact. 2 This then was the
impetus behind the great interest in treating this type of
child.
The discussion of autism in the literature then seems
to have fallen off. Although there was some continuation of
Kanner's work,3 the references to autism in the literature
were scare until the 1960's. The literature that began to
show itself was in basic agreement with Kanner. In the
early 1960 1s, however, authors who wrote about autistic
children began to expand upon one important concept which has
influence on teaching approaches with these children.
Kanner was somewhat impressed by his autistic patients'
seeming intelligence and the "striking intelligent·
lLorna Wing, Autistic Children: A Guide for Parents
(New York: Brunner/Mazel, Publishers, 1972), p. 6.
2"Autistic Disturbances of Affective Contact," Ner-
vous Child 2 (August 1943):217,6 cited by. Ian Gregory. and
Ephraim Rosen, Abnormal Psychology (Philadelphia: W. B.
Saunders Company, 1965) ,.p. 504.
3Rosa1ine C. Oppenheim, Effective Teachin~ Methods
for Autistic Children (Springfield: Charles C. Thomas,
Publishers, 1974), p. 4.
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physiognomies. ,, 4 The literature then fH~(:mH to ber:~:inLo
expand upon this claim and even attribute normal intelli-
gence quotients to these children.'S This can then become
of importance, because the autistic Cllild w:ill tilerl no
longer be treated as retarded. If tller'e is a l)r(~13t\Jn(}(1
no~al intelligence, the teaching approaches will obviously
take on different underlying assumptions.
Etiology
The next major point of discussion is the question
of what causes autism. This has a direct relationship 'to
the teaching approach which is chosen. If one is lookillg
at autism as having an organic cause, one's ou·tlook WOllld.
then be considerably different than should the cause be
psychological or environmental.
The major schools of thought as to the etiology of
autism settle in two distinct camps. The first of tpese
schools of thought is the psychogenic hypothesis. This
theory says that autism is caused by environmental factors,
especially because of a cold, detached parental attitude.
This was first put forth by Dr. Leo Kanner when he des-
cribed common factors in the children he labelled as
4Leo Kanner, hAutistic Disturbances of Affective
Contact," Nervous Child 2 (August 1943):247.
SOppenheim, Effective Te~chipg Methods !or Au~isti~
Children, p. 4.
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t1autistic". He said, "In the whole group, there are very
few really warmhearted fathers and mothers. • • • The
question arises whether or to what extent this fact has
contributed to the condition of the children.,,6 The person
besides Kanner who has kept this theory alive is Betteihe~,
If ••• the precipitating factor in infantile autism is
the parents' wish that his child should not exist. 1l7
Therefore, if one were to follow this theory, a specific
manner of treatment would be in order. The effectiveness
of therapies following this theory of etiology have been
repeatedly questioned and generally found to be somewhat
~uspect in their effectiveness. 8
The second major theory is the biogenic or biological
hypothesis. This theory takes the view that the cause of
the problems which autistic children'experience are
organically or biologically linked. This theory takes
different paths, but they still basically state that the
cause is organic in nature. In Psychiatric Disorders of
:
Children with Congenital Rubella, the authors lend an entire
chapter to autism which is organically based and caused by
6Kanner, "Autistic Disturbances of Affective Contact,"
p. 250.
7Bruno Bettelheim, The Empty Fortress (New York: The
Free Press, 1967), p. 125•.
8Martin A. Kozloff, ¥eaching the Autistic Child: A
Parent Training Program "(Champaigll: Research· Press, 197 3),
p. 7.
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rubella. 9 The authors stated, "Our findings would appear
to support the argument in favor of an organic etiology
· t th 1 · f· · ',1 10 Oth l· k d thas aga1ns 0 er 1nes 0 1nqu1ry. era 10 e e
etiology to genetic ~raits, because of the high male-female
ratio of occurrence. Rimland states that the syndrome
is highly unique and specific because of this high ratio
h · h t t·nl b t·· t 11W 1C mus cer a1 y e gene J..C .1(1 na -Ut"e.
Probably the best approach that many authors seem
to take, however, is that which few theories espouse, tIle
teaching approach used is that which works best. Rosaline
Oppenheim best states the results of most etiological in-
vestigations, "Despite the etiological theories that have
been advanced, the bitter truth is that at this writing,
there is 12no known cure." Basically the'literature tries
,
to put forth theories and they either have negative results
or else they are just theories with no proof. For example,
Opler tries to say that certain cultural backgrounds make
the person more prone to schizophrenic {and, t~erefore,
9Stella Chess, Paulina B. Fernandez, and Sam J.
Korn, Ps chiatric Disorders of Children with Con ential
Rubella New York: Brunner Mazel, Publishers, 1971 , pp.
113-123.
lOIbid., p. 122.
llB. Rimland, Infantile Autism. The S drome and Its
Im lications for a Neural Theor of Behavior New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 19 4 , pp. 51-52.
120ppenheim, Effective Teaching lvIethods for Autistic
Children, p. 27.
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autistic) tendencies, 13 while others attribute the cause
co1e1y to emotional deprivation. 14
The only thing that can be gleaned from the litera-
ture for sure then seems that it i.a futile, at best, to
determine the cause or causes of autism. There are sirnply'
too many unproven hypotheses and the children and all of
their manifest behaviors still have to be dealt with.
The only facts that the literature seem to agree upon are
that four or five of every 10,000 children will display
autistic behaviors and that there have been found to be
four times as many boys with these characteristics as
girls. is
Theoretical Approaches
In this section is a discussion of various theqreti-
cal approaches as applied to dealing with autistic children.
This is of importance, because any person teaching a~tistic
children will need to use the basic principles 'from these
theoretical approaches along with sound teaching theories
in order to effectively deal with this type of child. The
discussion does not deal with all possible approaches, but
13Marvin Op1er, Schizophrenia and Culture (San
Francisco:, 'v. H. Freeman and Company [1957]») pp. 1-7.
14E1i~abeth B. Hurlock, Child Development, 4th ed.
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1964), PP. 261-265.
1Swing , Autistic~Chi1dren: A Guide for Parents, p. 8;
ftApproaches to Autism," Times (London) Educational:~~J?ple­
ment, 11 December 1970, p. 17; Ian Gregory and Ephraim
Rosen, Abnormal Psychology (Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders
Company, 1965), p. 503.
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centers on those which have been discussed in literature
as they have related to the treatment of the autistic child.
When a teacller attempts to deal with this type of child,
he or she will have ~o review the one most appropriate to
his or her personality, setting and group of children. As
will be seen, the literature is saturated with writings
about the effectiveness of the behavioral approach. Others
are discussed, however, to give the reader a wider range
of choices. Three theoretical approaches are discussed:
the medical model, the ,psychotherapeutic approach and the
behavioristic point of view.
Since many people look upon autism as some fonn, of
disease or at least see its cause as organic, they have
for years dealt with these children in pure psychiatric
,
settings. In this type of setting, ~here are two basic
assumptions. First, the cause must be assumed to l>e in-
ternal; and second, the therapy must,'because of the first
assumption, be based on the cause as the doctor has diagnosed
et 16
1 •
The important thing to examine in the medical model
•is the fact that by assuming an "internal cause"'1 the
treatment, therefore, is based on an assumption. Treating an
assumption seems to be, at best, a difficult ~hing to do.
This is, logically, what the medical model is trying to do.
16Kozloff, Reaching the Autistic Child:
Training Program, p. 5.
A Parent-
13
The treatment plans generally use some for'In of nICtl:i(~,HtJ f)r~
which fits into the gene raJ., medi,cal way f) f th, irll( i r,{~ •
Although this can be of help in some cases for short periods
of time, it would somehow not seem to be in the child's
best interest. This practice is questionable, because it
does not treat the child's behavior problems. It only
slows them down or speeds them up. Rather than dealing
with the child and his behavior, the child is simply made
"easier to handle". Wing states this position ,-reIl, "In
general it is better to try to improve the child's behavior
through sensible management, because drugs have undesirable
side effects and in any case may not produce the desired
result. u17 This approach would then seem to be questionable
at best. It simply does not seem in the best'interest of
the child.
The next theoretical approach to be discussed is
the psychotherapeutic. There is also a basic assumption
necessary in this approach. It is·that there is some form
of relationship built between the child and the therapist.
It seems unusual to believe that this can, at least,
initially, be done with an' autistic child, because by
definition these children exhibit social withdrawal and
possible mutism. It would then be difficult for much of
a relationship to be built. In discussing this approach
many have found that there is simply no evidence of its
l7wing, Autistic Children: A Guide forPa~~~, p.S2.
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effectiveness. Wing says, "This is not surprising since
psychotherapeutic techniques presuppose the d~velopment
f language and the ability to symbolize, and these are
skills which autisti~ children conspicuously lack. nIB
Some have found this approach less di.scouraging and
even claim to show great success with severely disturbed
children. Because there must be some inherent disturbance
in these children, some psychotherapists feel that
developing a close relationship can fill a need within
the child and bring him to some level of improvement. A
good example of this is shown in the following:
Complete acceptance of the child is shown by
the therapist's attitude. She-maintains a calm, steady,
friendly relationship with the child. She is careful
never to show impatience. She guards against anr
criticism and reproof--either direct or implied. 9
The most stunning part of this approa~h seems to be the
total patience and acceptance of the child. This seems to.
leave the door open for the success of this approach.
Within this discipline there does seem to be a wide
range of techniques open to the therapist. It also allows
20
the therapist to take on the role of teacher, because
therapy can and is in many cases viewed as a learning
lBIbid., p. 53.
19John J. Conger, Jerome Kagan, and Paul H. Mussen,
Child Devela ment and Personalit_, 3rd ed. (New York:






process. lvith severely disturbed children this process
generally takes the approach of using play 8S a way to
deal with these children. This therapy takes on many fonna
and does have some pJ;'oponents who taave fOl.l,nd 81lCCessf\11
'\ It 21resu s •
The final approach discussed i~ this section is the
behavioristic. This approach has been probably the most
~idely reported in the literature since the 1960's. It
seems to have met with the greatest amount of success,
also.
The behavioristic point of view is in sharp con-
trast to the medical model. Thi~ approach makes a basic
assumption, but to this author, one that is far more
acceptable. The underlying assumption here is that one is
dealing with something that is external in nature--the
child's "deviant" behavi9r as opposed to some internal
cause. In treating a,· child then, one' can manipulate the
direct environment surrounding the child and se~ direct
relationships between the'child's behavior and those
things which have the greatest effect upon that behavior.
Behavior management of autistic children seems very
reasonable, because this approach does not really deal with
the "deviant" behavior. It deals rather withtloreplacing
those behaviors with "appropriate ft ones. The child is in
essence ignored when not behaving appropriately and rewarded,.
21Ibid., pp. 412-413.
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when he or she is. This then sets up a pattern of expec-
tation and an increased "appropriate" response repertoire
from which the child can choose. Through consistent rein-
forcement this bank of choices increases. This serves as
a very concrete set of data upon which to judge whether
or not there has been any significant progress.
The behavioral approach is implemented in various
ways and with the thought of either increasing or decreasing
a wide range of autistic behaviors. Bandura22 discusses
the advantages of using this technique to successfully
manage various types of behavior in this kind of child. He
t d - th t 1 f If··· b 1 • 23goes on 0 1SCUSS e con ro 0 se -J.nJur1.0US elav.:lor,
control of behavior by withdrawal of positive reinforcers
(i.e., time out),24. and the ability of behavior management
techniques to extinguish undesirable 'behaviors. 25 In each
these there are numerous good examples of how the be~
haviors were either replaced or stopped in a consistent
fashion. This is the point of great importance~-consistency.
These techniques offer sound principles which will allow
similar treatment wherever the child may be. This total
treatment would then seem to be the most effective.
22Albert Ban~ra, Principles of BehaviQr Modification
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1969), p. 151~
23Ibid., pp. 328-332.
24Ibid., pp. 34l J 346.
25Ibid., pp. 374-378.
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This approach seems to this author to be the most
universal. Its principles are easily understood. This
lends itself to use in a treatment center, in a school and
also in the home. In the section which follows, one will
tly see that it has been the most effective, if for no
other reason then the fact that it is used and reported the
most widely in the literature.
Teaching Autistic Children
The teaching of autistic children had been found to
be difficult and until the early 1960's little has even
been reported in the literature. The literature is some-
what diverse in its approaches, but this author has attempted
to discuss teaching from two.points of view--work done with
these children on a one-to-tone basis and that done in
groups. The final part of this section discusses briefly
tIle development of language with auti~tic children, since a
great deal of educational literature relating to autistic
children deals primarily with this phase of academic develop-
mente
In the early 1960 1 s there was a great emphasis on
( • behavior modification techniques. At this point attempts
were made 'to begin using these techniques to teach autistic,
children. Many of the situations dealt first with behavior
controls, because of the great effect this has on dealing
.,
with autistic children. In one such case, Wolf, Risley and
18
Mees26 attempted to use the laboratory tested t·cclud qUi'fJ
of extinction and time-out to modify th,e ClliJ,(l' 1';'; l)cll;l.'vi('.~T"!.
They found good effects and began to generalize these effects
to not only the hosp~tal setting, but then also to the class-
room and the home. 27 Again in 1969 a similar ~tudy was
28performed. A big change in this study, hOl'leVer, was tllat
there was an academic aim to it. The negative behaviors
being dealt with in this study were the behaviors needed for
this child to better attend to reading tasks. Brown and
Pace described the sessions in the following manner: (1)
"sit down and read (baseline),,,29 (2) "sit down and read
(with the physical restraint in chair until tIle tantrunl
stopped), ,,30 (3) "you can earn things (variable interval
reinforcement for positive performance),,,3l and (4) "talking
26Montrose Wolf, Todd Risley, and Hayden Jl1ees, "Ap-
plication of Operant Conditioning Procedures to the ~ehavior
Problems of an Autistic Child, n Bel1.avior Research and
Therapy I (September 1964):305.
27Ibid., p. 308.
28Richard A. Brown and Zietta S. Pace, "Treatment of
Extreme Negativism and Autistic Behavior in a Six Yearl Old





can be fun (positive reinforcers for appropriate conversa-
"tion) • " 32 Again an impor"tan"t fo11o\'l-upto t~hi,~1 s ttl{
the fact that there was an attempt' to tJletltJ:"an,f:;f'(~t'" Cjl{~~
effectiveness of this program to other school activities
as well as to the home. Another important study using
operant conditioning techniques was reported in 1973 by
Ncy.33 There ,,,ere several "things done in "this study.
Firs"t, "the se"t"ting was an educa"tiona1, play si"tua"tion,34
something not reported in previous works. Secondly, Ney
tried to put forth an observation, which could bring new
awareness to anyone working with this type of child. Ney
~tates, "It is possible that eye contact occurs more fre-
quently when a child is being reinforced whether such rein-
forcement is con"tingen"t or no"t.,,35 This can be of grea"t
•importance, because Ney goes on to say that quite possibly
the reinforcement is not as significant as the situation
i"tse1f. 36 Haring and.Schiefe1busch seem "to reinforc~ "the
importance of this concept in an article in their book,
32Ibid., p. 119.
33phi1ip G. NeY, "Effective Con"tingent and Non-Con-
tingent Reinforcement on.the Behavior of an Autistic Child,"





" • • • natural consequences increase the frequency of
appropriate behaviors of 'the child. By USiI'lg any of tIle
numerous consequences available in the immediate environ-
ment, ,,37. . .
A series of works beginning in the mid 1960's seem
Schiefelbusch,
McGraw-Hill Book
to take a similar approach, but are possibly more systematic
in their approach to teaching autistic children. These
works presume a prerequisite before effective education of
these children can tal<e place. What all of thesestucli.es
are attempting to gain, before education takes place, is
some form of attention to task by the child. In 1965, Metz38
saw this factor as being "generalized imitation." He stat~s,
"This apparently essential ingredient of normal social
development seems to be reduced or lacking in auti~tic
children. ,,39 He went on to show that his asswnption was
indeed a fact for the children he worked with. He also
·showed that these children can learn more effectively once
this imitative behavior is increased. 40
37Norris G. Haring and Richard L.
Methods in Special Education (New York:
Company, 1967), p. 23.
38J • Richard Metz, "Conditioning Generalized Imita-
tion in Autistic Children,~ Journal of Experimental Child





The important ingredient that McConnell chose to
study in his 1967 study was the control of eye contact. 41
He showed, in rather striking fashion, that eye contact
can be significantlY,increased and that once it is, there
is a very great generalized effect on the child's ability
to learn. 42
In recent literature, one of the most prominent
researchers into the education of autistic children is O. Ivar
Lovaas. He, also, has taken the stand that certain mani-
fest behaviors must be eliminated before significant
educational advances can be expected. 43 He feels that the
~anagement of self-destructive behaviors must be achieved
and then effective education can be attempted. 44 He uses
electric shock and then proceeds to begin building 1anguage. 45
•
Then in 1974 an extremely inte~esting book was pub-
lished. This one was published by a mother who was sure that
her autistic child could learn, but at this time he was not.
Oppenheim begins her discussion of teaching te~hniques with
anasswnption similar to the others, f1 • • • I determined'
410wen L. McConnell, "Control of Eye Contact in an
Autistic Child, 'f Journal of. Child Psychology and Psychiatry
8 (November 1969):249.
42Ibid., p. 250.
430 • Ivar Lovaas, Behavioral Treatment of Autistic




that the basic first step was to establish control, ••• ,,46
This work could be a sign of the future from several points
of view. It is first of all a work published by a frus-
trated parent, and secondly it is written with the educa-
tion of autistic children in mind, as opposed to management
of their behavior only. Even though she does not feel
management is paramount, Oppenheim does feel tlla't cer'ta.il1
behaviors must be controlled before effective education can
be accomplished. 47
What has been discussed have been the citings in
literature that attempted to give autistic children learning
experiences. They met with varied degrees of success, but
they all functioned with a basic assumption in mind. These
assumptions varied, also, but they all seemed·to center
. .
around eliminating an undesirable behavior or teach1ng a
new one so that attention to academic tasks could be main-
tained. None of these studies dealt with a "classic·educa-
tional setting". All were done on a one-to-one basis. None
discussed materials or teaching methods that are not already
used in other areas of special education. Rather they
dealt with characteristic ways of dealing with the autistic




child to make that child amenable to the presentation of
Lite learning situation. Oppenheim says that these tec}lniflLlf~5 ,
do not cure, but without them, these children " • • • would
be doomed to a lifetime in the back wards of an institution.,,48
There have been some attempts to deal academically
with autistic children on a group basis, but only in the
last five or six years have any of these shown up in the
literature to any extent. Most of these reports are
written for the sake of comparison. Frith and Hermelin
report a study in which a comparison is made between
normal, subnormal and autistic children. 49 This study is
~f interest because its purpose was to 'find out which
sensory modality has more benefit in the teaching of
autistic children. This study found that motor cues
are of great benefit in teaching autistic children. 50.
The literature reports programs for autistic children
in England. A very interesting program is the Dedisham
School in Sussex. 51 This program is of great interest,
48Ibid., p. 62.
49Uta Frith and Beate Hermelin, "The Role of Visual
and ~-Iotor Cues for Normal, Subnormal and ·Autistic Children,"
,Journal of Child Psychology and Psychiatrl 10 (September
1969):153.
50Ibid., p. 158.
5l"Defing Autism," Times (London Educational SU,EI21e-
~, 2 October 1970, p •. 2.
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because it takes an approach different "fr'orn <!flY diSCllB!:(~{l
previously. This program sets up a t.ot{jl LJu.,·ral;("·llL:' c
milieu based on interpersonal relat.·i()nsllir's a~q Or)port(~{l
to operant conditioning. 52 There was no lC'j'ort () l !~>nul. t-;8,
however, to aid in det.ermining tIle e·rCec;tiverless ()t~ tll~i.f;
program as opposed to any other programs. It lvas impor"tant,
because it was the orily reported IJrogram of tllis type.
Bartak and Rutter present a comparison of three
treatment units for autistic children: (1) psychotherapeu-
tic with little· emphasis on teaching; (2) organized
structure for teaching of specific skills; and, (3) a per-
missive ~lassroom environment where regressive techniques
were combined with special education methods. 53 They did
not claim to evaluate which was best. Their purpose was
• to present comparisons for future study design. 54 This
study was of interest to this research, because it poses
constructs for future study of educational programs for
autistic children.
Another study constructed in a similar manner was
presented by Treffert, McAndrew and Dreifuerst in 1973~55
53Lawrence Bartak and Michael Rutter, I1Special Educa-
tional Treatment of Autistic Children: A Con1lJar(ltive ~:5·tu(ly­
1. Design of Study and Cl1.aracteris·tics of lJrliJjs, t1 iTour"nal of
Child Psychology and Psychiatr~ 14 (May 1973):163.
54Ibid., p. 177.
55Darold A. Treffert; John B. McAndrew; and Paul
Dreifuerst, 11 An Impatient TreatmcIlt Program ao(J Outcollle for
57 Autistic and SCllizophrenic CllileJr"cll," ~J()llr'nal of Alltism
and Childhood Schizophrenia 3 (April 1973):13ti.
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Tl1.e authors compared 110W well autistic clli_ldren fllnc-
tioned in a program as its structure evolved. They found
that their program was not nearly as effective as they
would have hoped, because no children \Y(~r(~· r't:~t<lJrne(l f~() a
It normal school. setting, U al'tllollg11 00(--: Cll.ll~U rl,1.(l tl.1 LiU),:;.l tt~.ly
return to their homes. 56
The importance of these group studies does 1101.;
rest in either their results or outstanding educational
innovations. They are of benefit to this researcll, l)(~CallSe
of what they offer to research in the future. They offer
designs which can be used to evaluate pr()grams for au·ti~s..
tic children in times to come.
Language development has been an important part of
the education offered to autistic children. This would
seem logical, since the majority of autistic children'are
either mute or at least have non-communicative speech. A
prime example is the work done by Lovaas. Lovaas feels
strongly that his area has been neglected so badly that
there are no fixed procedures to follow and he tries to
develop some. 57 His program is broken down into the
following steps: (1) increase vocalizations by positive
reinforcement; (2) reinforce vocal responses to therapist's
p. 8.
56Ibid., p. 150.
57Lovaas, Beh~ioral Treatme~ of A~istic Children,
;
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speech; (3) reinforce successively closer approximations
to the therapist's speech; and, (4) reinforce only the
speech sounds that are correct reproductions. 58 There
are many studies dea~ing with language development, but
Lovaas' work is the most systematic and the easiest to
replicate.
Parents as Teachers
Writings about autistic children most recently have
centered around the importance of parents being involved
in the treatment of these children. Most of the writing
centers around the consistency needed for improvement
regardless of theoretical approach. This cannot take place
if the parents do not follow through with the treatment
plan. Kozloff feels so emphatic about positive paren~al
involvement that he will not work with a child unless he
gets complete cooperation. 59 Most of the studies reviewed
have at least a reference to the importance of parental
involvement.
Kozloff has constructed a program which centers
around training parents as well as the child.
60
The parents
are trained in laboratory and then these principles are
. .' 61transferred 1nto the home sett1ng.
58Ibid.
59Kozloff, Reaching the Autistic Child: A Parent




Although Oppenheim's programs are not designed
with parental involvement as an essential component, she
feels that it is important, "Unless there is close communi-
cation between home ~nd school, the child's hopes for the
f t · · · d " 62u ure are m1nLm1Ze •
Countless examples can be given of the importance
of parental involvement with autistic children. Researchers
are almost unanimously in favor of aiming their programs
to being taken over by parents after the initial training
has been accomplished.
Summary
This chapter has dealt with teaching as it is applied
to the autistic child. Over the past thirty years many
theories of etiology have been espoused with no concl~sive
answers. The discussion included a review of theoretical
approaches as they apply to teaching autistic children. Then
a review of literature was undertaken. This review centered
around reported teaching techniques of autistic children
on an individual and group basis. A brief discussion of the
importance of involving parents in the teaching of their
autistic children followed. ~n the next chapter there will
be a short summary of the findings of the research paper and
some suggestions for possible future research.




In this research there has been an attempt to gain
some perspective on the autistic child and some of tIle
effective teaching methods that have been reported in the
literature. In the first chapter, there was a statement of
the author's purpose for attempting to do tIle research.
Chapter II then set out to accomplisll a review of tile last
thirty years of literature. This research reported what
was attempted to help autistic children learn. The litera-
ture showed that not a lot of work was done with autistic
I
children until recently (within the l~st ten to fifteen
years). This research also showed that, although numerous
approaches have been tried, behavior therapy has been far
and away the most widely used and the most effective.
This author feels that the research done in the field
of teaching autistic children is very shallow. More needs
to be known about etiology. The research c;lone is inconclu-
sive. If the autistic child is ever to be dealt with in·an
effective manner, the research into the 'causes of autism
needs to be much more systematic. In-depth case histories
need to be accumulated and analyzed in detail and similar-.,
ities determined. Then more research could be done as to
28
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how these similarities relate to the onset of autism.
The same is also true of the treat~ent of autistic
children, although to a lesser degree. Within the last
five years a great d~al of research has begun to surface.
However, the greatest amount of the research j related
to the success of behavior th(~rapy. Th(~ re filUS't be o·tlle:"
approaches that can be successful. Lovaas cautions,
"Despite the apparent success of IJehavior therapy wit:.ll alltism,
it is important to remember tha't we avoid g(~tting trapped
within a particular framework, operant OK' otherwlse."l
p. 16.
lLovaas, Behaviopal Treatment of Autistic Children,- .. ,-
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